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  中央警察大學 111學年度碩士班入學考試試題 

 

所  別：外事警察研究所 

科  目：專業英文 

 

作答注意事項： 

1.本試題共 4 大題，總分 100分；共 4 頁。 

2.不用抄題，可不按題目次序作答，但應書寫題號。 

3.禁用鉛筆作答，違者不予計分。 

 

一、Vocabulary and Phrases: Choose the word that has the same 

meaning as the underlined word in each of the sentences.（20分） 

1. The matter reached its conclusion only after diplomatic efforts by both 

sides. 

 (A) combative  (B) delaying     (C) elaborate  (D) tactful 

2. These results have been achieved by a series of political maneuvers. 

 (A) negotiations (B) discussions   (C) debates      (D) ploys 

3. The theories of some criminal psychologists were fortified by the new 

research. 

 (A) reinforced   (B) altered     (C) disputed    (D) developed   

4. The lecture about prison overcrowding aroused many audience members. 

 (A) informed    (B) disappointed  (C) provoked    (D) deceived 

5. Different methods to alleviate the public security situation were debated. 

 (A) ease     (B) tolerate     (C) clarify      (D) intensify 

6. The officer was an indispensable member of the department. 

 (A) determined   (B) experienced  (C) essential    (D) creative 

7. The warning stated that a terrorist attack was imminent, and we should 

immediately take precautions. 

 (A) soon    (B) powerful   (C) unlikely   (D) distant 
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8. Every officer in the department should pay attention to the etiquette of 

using mobile phones. 

 (A) cost     (B) problem    (C) rule    (D) function 

9. The ruling proved to be detrimental to the investigation. 

 (A) decisive   (B) harmful    (C) worthless    (D) advantageous 

10. According to the code of conduct, “Every officer will be accountable for 

his or her decisions.” 

 (A) applauded  (B) compensated (C) responsible  (D) approached 

 

二、Translation（30分） 

1. Every year, thousands of men, women and children fall into the hands of 

traffickers, in their own countries and abroad. Almost every country in the 

world is affected by trafficking, whether as country of origin, transit or 

destination for victims.  

 

2. 傳統的司法合作型態包括引渡、司法互助、受刑人移交、刑事

訴追移轉管轄，以及外國刑事判決之執行。引渡是最早的司法

合作類型，其他合作類型則在 1960 年代開始。  

 

三、Reading Comprehension（20分） 

A fraud gang suspected of   1   a US-based company out of some EUR 

455,000 has been taken down in raids across Johannesburg led by 

investigators from the Hawks Serious Commercial Crimes Unit and US 

Secret Service agents and supported by INTERPOL.  

With investigations on-going, the operation led to the   2   of seven 

people allegedly linked to a Nigerian organized crime syndicate that 

specializes in online fraud.  
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The operation was part of a global   3   under the framework of 

INTERPOL’s  Global Financial Crime Task Force (IGFCTF), where 14 

countries including South Africa and the United States work closely together 

to   4   the global threat of cyber enabled financial crime.  

The suspects — four men and three women aged between 25 and 42 — are 

believed to be key figures in a global crime syndicate involved in fraud and 

money laundering. The gang is also believed to be behind romance scams, 

using fake online identities to lure   5   men and women to transfer money.  

1. (A) sovereignty (B) swindling  (C) suspicious  (D) surveillance  

2. (A) admissibility (B) accreditation (C) apprehension (D) accountability 

3. (A) infliction  (B) intermediary (C) integration (D) initiative  

4. (A) testify (B) tackle (C) thwart (D) transform 

5. (A) vulnerable (B) vandalizing (C) ventilating (D) void 

 

Europol supported the Spanish National Police to take down a large high-risk 

organized crime network involved in corruption and money   6   in Spain. 

The large-scale criminal network, implicated in several other criminal 

activities including murder, drug trafficking, arms trafficking, trafficking in 

persons and extortion was active across Europe, South America and the 

United States. Given the high   7   position of those investigated, this 

operation, which began in 2013, is the largest against the top-level organized 

crime in Spain in the past 10 years.  

The large-scale criminal network managed to   8   various Spanish public 

institutions. One of the main targets was able to carry out philanthropic 

activities in these public institutions, which allowed the criminal group to 

  9   the administration. This enabled the network to carry out their 

business with impunity, overcome legal obstacles and receive a series of 

administrative favors including protection from police and judicial 

investigations and facilitation of the acquisition of Spanish residence for the 
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clients of the criminal organization. Lawyers, officials, politicians, 

businesspeople, and hackers were connected to the network, increasing their 

  10   capabilities. 

6. (A) delivering  (B) shifting (C) laundering (D) transferring 

7. (A) hierarchical  (B) voluntary  

 (C) uncompromising  (D) testimonial  

8. (A) terrorize (B) infiltrate (C) streamline (D) inspect 

9. (A) curtail (B) ambush (C) interrogate (D) penetrate 

10. (A) anonymous (B) officious (C) operational (D) detrimental 

 

四、Essay（30分） 

Write an essay on the following topic: The Most Important Skill That A 

Foreign Affairs Police Officer Should Learn/Develop 

What is the most important skill that a foreign affairs police officer should 

learn or develop at this moment in the 21th century? Tell us why you think 

this skill is important and be sure to use specific examples to support your 

opinions. 

The length of your essay should be no less than 150 words and no more than 

400 words. 
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中央警察大學 112學年度碩士班入學考試試題 

 

所  別：外事警察研究所 

科  目：專業英文 

 

作答注意事項： 

1.本試題共 4大題，總分 100分；共 5頁。 

2.不用抄題，可不按題目次序作答，但應書寫題號。 

3.禁用鉛筆作答，違者不予計分。 

 

一、 Vocabulary and Phrases: Choose the correct word/phrase to 

complete the sentence. (20分) 

1. Through a process of _______, the detective at last found out who the 

killer was from the clues. 

(A) deduction (B) distortion (C) diversity (D) distraction 

2. The economic downturn has caused greater unemployment and ______ 

many of the poor to survive through illegal means. 

(A) identified (B) interacted    (C) prompted    (D) recharged 

3. The police technological equipment has changed beyond _________ in 

recent years. In both form and function, it has become totally different 

from what it was before. 

(A) recognition   (B) possession   (C) prevention   (D) appreciation 

4. Since domestic violence is notoriously difficult to prove, the _________ 

rate is pretty low. 

(A) probability   (B) exoneration   (C) conviction   (D) citation 

5. After several months of treatment, the police officer finally _______ from 

his knee injury. 

(A) resumed     (B) retrieved     (C) refrained    (D) recovered 
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6. Officer Huang is ________ a serious nervous breakdown because he is 

unable to deal with pressure from daily life. 

(A) on behalf of         (B) in the light of    

(C) on the verge of      (D) in front of 

7. It is proper time the police started to ________ illegal aliens in Taiwan. 

 (A) cover up for         (B) crack down on 

 (C) stay the course       (D) cross out 

8. _______ the continued leaks of highly radioactive water from the nuclear 

power plant, commercial fishing near its coast has been banned. 

(A) Thanks to  (B) In relation to  (C) In light of  (D) Apart from 

9. He was glad that his stolen car had been found and remained ________. 

(A) intact     (B) infected     (C) tactful     (D) defensive 

10. The Netherlands is a(n) _______ of international cooperation on many 

fronts. It is a founding member of the United Nations, for example. 

 (A) veteran   (B) orphan    (C) foster    (D) advocate 

 

二、 Translation (30分) 

Sixteen of the 20 bodies that have been found on Taiwan’s west coast 

since February have been identified, with nine of them being Taiwanese and 

seven Vietnamese, police said yesterday, adding that they were investigating 

whether a wooden boat might be linked to the bodies. Most of the deaths are 

believed to have resulted from a boat that capsized in the Taiwan Strait 

during a human trafficking operation seeking to bring Vietnamese to Taiwan 

to work, the Criminal Investigation Bureau (CIB) said. 

Investigators examined a boat found off Chiayi County to assess whether 

it had been carrying the people. The boat had capsized in high waves, CIB 

officials said. A vessel has been listed as missing from a fishing port in 

China’s Fujian Province, they said. Since Feb. 18, 20 bodies have been 

recovered, one of them on a wind turbine platform off Changhua County.  

Vietnamese IDs were found on two of the bodies, while a mobile phone on 
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another had a photograph of 14 people that was most likely a group shot 

taken just before they boarded a vessel, investigators said. 

 The seven Vietnamese were identified by fingerprinting and DNA tests, 

while the Vietnam Economic and Cultural Office in Taipei assisted with the 

work and contacted relatives of the deceased people in Vietnam. After 

autopsies were conducted on the nine Taiwanese, prosecutors and police 

units clarified details with family members and friends, determining that they 

had drowned after being swept out to sea or had committed suicide.  

Normal procedures were followed for families to collect the bodies for burial.  

CIB investigators said that the human smuggling operation had probably 

been bringing people from northern Vietnam. 

 

三、Reading Comprehension (20分) 

Managing a problem  

From: Jo Backhouse  

To: Karl Anderson  

Date: 17 October  

Subject: Support for Judy  

Dear Karl, I received a call from Judy a couple of days ago to discuss some 

of the issues that she was having and I thought I’d give you a heads-up on 

what was said, seeing that you are Judy’s project team leader. Judy really 

enjoys working with you and the team and finds the project very interesting, 

but I think she’s feeling a bit lost and struggling to see the big picture. It 

seems that she’s been given a fair amount of autonomy to carry out the tasks 

that you’ve given her, and of course this level of delegation is not uncommon 

in your branch. But I believe in her Tokyo office, she is used to a bit more 

managerial direction and guidance and so is finding this international project 

quite daunting. When I asked her about meeting her deadlines, she 

mentioned that due to the recent changes to the project timeline, her 

goalposts have been moved, and she doesn’t seem to really understand why 

this has happened. Bearing in mind that she’s also facing simultaneous 

deadlines from her department in Tokyo, we can presume that she might be 

feeling a bit stretched. Looking ahead, I was wondering if we could make it 
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easier for Judy by offering her more direction when setting her tasks, at least 

until she learns the ropes and gets used to working unsupervised. I think 

she’d also appreciate you giving her a clearer idea on how her role in the 

team fits into the overview of things. Do you think you could maybe outline 

the group and individual targets at your next team meeting and that way, 

everyone not only gets a reminder of the end goal, but each team member, 

including Judy, might have a more holistic view of the whole project? I was 

also thinking it might help to touch base with her every so often to make sure 

that she’s up to date with any changes to the overall plan of attack. In the 

meantime, I’ll write to her manager in the Tokyo office and see how aware 

they are of the deadlines you’ve given her, and if they could in some way 

review her responsibilities and co-ordinate her tasks so that she doesn’t 

constantly feel pulled in both directions. Judy is an extremely conscientious 

worker and is eager to contribute positively to the team. Personally, I think 

she is someone with high potential and will be an asset to our international 

projects if properly mentored. I’m keen to know your thoughts on the matter 

and am open to any suggestions on how we could better support Judy so that 

she has a more smooth-sailing experience on the team.  

Best regards,  

Jo Backhouse  

Head of Department International Projects 

 

1. Why is Jo writing to Karl?  

(A) To suggest that his management style is not suitable for the current 

members of his team  

(B) To let him know about the issues his team member is facing and help 

him manage them  

(C) To tell him how to solve his problems  

(D) To ask him to take it easy on Judy and not give her too much work  

 

2. What is Judy not used to?  

(A) Being told what to do  

(B) Collaborating with people internationally  

(C) Being left to do things on her own  

(D) Delegating work to other people  
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3. Why is Judy confused by the changing targets?  

(A) She feels as if she needs to understand the reason for changes.  

(B) She has simultaneous deadlines from the Tokyo office.  

(C) She doesn’t want to know the bigger picture, just her part.  

(D) She doesn’t like meeting deadlines.  

 

4. Who might benefit from having a better overview of the project and a 

better understanding of how the individual tasks fit together to 

achieve the group target?  

(A) Only Judy  

(B) Judy and the Tokyo office  

(C) Judy and Karl  

(D) Judy and the rest of Karl’s team  

 

5. What does Jo think of Judy?  

(A) Judy works well independently but isn’t a good team player.  

(B) Judy is lazy and prefers managers to tell her exactly what to do.  

(C) Judy is very hard-working and capable and will go far in the company.  

(D) Judy is very enthusiastic but not very experienced. 

 

四、Essay (30分) 

    Write an English essay of NO MORE THAN 250 words on the 

following topic: What Makes a Good Foreign Affairs Police Officer? 

Divide your essay into two parts. In the first part, specify what you think are 

required of a good foreign affairs police officer; in the second, provide an 

example to support your arguments. 
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作答注意事項： 

1.本試題共 4大題，總分 100分。共 5頁。 

2.不用抄題，可不按題目次序作答，但應書寫題號。 

3.禁用鉛筆作答，違者不予計分。 

一、Vocabulary and Phrases（20分） 

1.白領犯罪 6.cross-border brigandage 

2.勞工剝削 7.motion for judgment of acquittal 

3.電信詐騙 8.currency counterfeiting 

4.跨國組織犯罪 9.Jersey barrier 

5.多邊條約                 10.grappling technique 

二、Translation（30分） 

（一）英譯中（15分） 

 The new global threat of organized crime required a tougher and  

more collaborative international response; more specifically it 

required more thorough information sharing between police and 

intelligence officials in different countries and improved methods 

of transcending jurisdictional frontiers in pursuing and 

prosecuting malefactors. 
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（二）中譯英（15分） 

     在臺灣外交部長及捷克眾議院議長的見證下，臺捷正式簽署

多項合作備忘錄，宣告臺捷關係里程碑再進一步。在文化、

教育研究、國家安全、醫療和資安等領域展開合作，表達兩

國雙邊合作的堅定決心，捷克眾議院議長認為此行成果豐

碩，也將繼續捍衛共同價值。 

三、Cloze and Reading Comprehension（20分） 

（一）Cloze Test：Choose the best words or phrases to complete 

the following passage.（10分） 

Terrorism is a grave threat to global security, with terrorist 

organizations ___(1)___ atrocious acts of violence targeting civilians. 

These attacks aim to instill fear and achieve political, religious, or 

ideological goals. ___(2)___, terrorists employ various tactics, 

including bombings, shootings, and kidnappings, to sow chaos and 

___(3)___ societal stability. 

Counterterrorism efforts require concerted cooperation and 

coordination among nations to combat this scourge effectively. 

Intelligence sharing, coordinated law enforcement operations, and 

international treaties are crucial tools in ___(4)___ terrorist networks 

and preventing future attacks. 

While terrorism remains a persistent threat, international 

cooperation and proactive measures are vital in ___(5)___ its impact 

and protecting innocent lives. 

1.(A)initiating (B) perpetrating (C) ignited (D) detonated 

2.(A)Occasionally (B) Sporadically (C) Often (D) Presently 

3.(A)undermine (B) underscore (C) underlie  (D) undergo 

4.(A)dispatching (B) disguising (C) distributing (D) disrupting 

5.(A)empowering (B) mitigating (C) engaging (D) retrieving 
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（二）Reading Comprehension：Choose the best answer to each  

question.（10分） 

Internet fraud is not only on the rise, but it is accelerating. The 

variety of scams continues to develop in complexity and effectiveness, 

leaving the casual user ever more vulnerable to personal loss, while law 

enforcement appears to be mostly unprepared to handle the sudden and 

massive burden of new, difficult-to-investigate crimes. The best defense 

against crime, however, has remained unchanged since the dawn of 

civilization：personal responsibility and preparation. Below are the top 

three scams, but there are far more than these. 

Lottery Winnings：Emails claiming that the recipient has won 

money generate enough excitement to cloud a person's judgment. They 

may ask for cash to cover the taxes before the money can be released, the 

taxes are the winner's responsibility to pay after the money is received, 

and are only paid to the winner's government. They may also request 

bank account numbers for a wire transfer. 

Undelivered Auction Goods：Beware of extended slipping delays 

when purchasing anything online. A purchaser is protected from fraud for 

a short time -- usually only two to four weeks. If a seller succeeds in 

delaying past this time, then the buyer has no recourse if the item is never 

sent. 

Phishing：Phishing is an attempt to obtain information and money 

by masquerading as an authentic entity. For example, an email that looks 

like it came from PayPal.com says that your account has been accessed 

by an unknown party. It asks you to follow the link to log in and identify 

any account activity that you did not authorize. When the link is clicked, 

the following page looks like PayPal’s website, but it is, in fact, a fake, 

and any information, such as user name and password, are simply saved 

to be used later by thieves in an attempt to defraud. A different and 

common spin on the phishing scam states that it is from a foreign 

government (usually Nigeria) regarding one of the following: 
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disbursement of finances to the benefactor of a will, accusation of 

contract fraud, requests for help converting funds, or receipt of grant 

money. Unfortunately, there are many others. 

New scams are invented every day. Be a savvy server, not a 

gullible victim. The best protection is to think logically and skeptically; 

these skills come with experience and knowledge. Educate yourself. 

1. Which of the following is NOT mentioned as a common tactic used in 

internet fraud schemes？ 

 (A) Requesting bank account numbers for a wire transfer. 

 (B)Urging recipients to follow a link to verify unauthorized account 

activity. 

 (C) Offering extended protection for online purchases. 

 (D) Claiming lottery winnings but requesting cash to cover taxes upfront. 

2. What is the main concern regarding law enforcement’s ability to handle 

internet fraud, as mentioned in the passage？ 

 (A) They lack the necessary technology to track online scammers.  

 (B) They are overwhelmed by the sudden increase in fraudulent activities. 

 (C) They prioritize other types of crimes over internet fraud. 

 (D)They are highly trained and prepared to combat online scams 

effectively. 

3. What is the primary purpose of the phishing scam described in the passage? 

 (A) To distribute malware to unsuspecting users.  

 (B) To obtain personal information and money by posing as a legitimate 

entity. 

 (C) To solicit donations for fake charities. 

 (D) To offer fake investment opportunities. 
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4. What is highlighted as the most effective defense against internet fraud in 

  the passage? 

(A) Relying solely on law enforcement agencies. 

(B) Remaining ignorant of common scam tactics. 

(C) Taking personal responsibility and being prepared. 

(D) Believing everything received via email without skepticism. 

5. According to the passage, what is emphasized as the key to protecting  

oneself from internet fraud?  

(A) Reacting emotionally to emails claiming lottery winnings. 

(B) Being skeptical and thinking logically. 

(C) Providing personal information to unfamiliar websites. 

(D) Avoiding any involvement in online transactions. 

 

四、Essay（30分） 

Write an essay on the topic：‘The Pros and Cons of AI Language 

Translation in Foreign Affairs Policing’  

Direction： 

In your essay, examine the advantages and drawbacks of employing AI  

for language translation in foreign affairs policing. Assess current  

applications, highlighting benefits such as enhanced communication  

efficiency and operational effectiveness, and drawbacks like linguistic  

nuances, accuracy limitations, and security concerns, etc. 

Support your points with relevant examples, propose strategies to 

overcome these obstacles, and provide insights into the future of AI  

translation in foreign affairs policing. Your essay should be between 150  

to 350 words, demonstrating clarity and coherence. 


